Our Products
01:

KST-01 CI Dual Plate Check Valve

The goodwill, we have gained in this domain is due to our participation in offering clients a wide array
of CI Dual Plate Check Valve which is ideal for permitting the gas to flow in one direction and
preventing the reverse flow. These valves are developed under the guidance of vendor�s skilled
professionals employing latest technology to ensure it�s flawless at the users' end. These valves are
offered in different specifications as per the application requirements of the clients. Offered CI Dual
Plate Check Valve is multi-purpose, non-return valve, non slam zero velocity & much stronger.
02:

KST-02 Cast Iron Gate Valve

With rich industry experience and knowledge, we are known as the leading supplier & trader actively
engaged in providing Cast Iron Gate Valve that is a linear motion valves in which a flat closure
element slides into the flow stream to provide shut-off. These valves have ability to bear high pressure
and require low maintenance. To meet the varied needs of customers, these products are offered in
different technical specifications. Clients can avail these products in large quantity from us. Cast Iron
Gate Valve is utilized in fluid-handling systems for flow control.

03:

KST-03 Cast Iron Sluice Valve

We have uniquely positioned ourselves as a dependable supplier & trader of Cast Iron Sluice Valve
which is utilized in water works, water/effluent/sewage treatment plants. These valves are developed
with cast iron at par with international standards. Ideal to regulate water flow in irrigation systems, we
offer these products in different specifications as per customers requirements. Acknowledged for their
features like withstands high pressure, simple installation & excellent finish, our offered Cast Iron
Sluice Valves can be availed in excellent packing options so as to deliver flawless range to the
customers.

04:

KST-04 Cast Iron Non Return Valve

In order to meet various industrial requirements, we are introducing a precisely engineered array of
Cast Iron Non Return Valve which is suitable to fit on pipelines for restricting the flow of fluid in the

reverse direction. These valves are made up of high strength cast iron. Further, to cater the wide needs
and requirements of the clients, we offer these valves in different specifications. Cast Iron Non
Return Valve comes along with a highly efficient swivel disc for greatly smooth and function able
sealing. Our offered valves are appreciated and demanded by our renowned customers for their hassle
free performance.
05:

KST-05 Cast Iron Air Valve

As a prominent firm in this field, we provide our clients with best grade Cast Iron Air Valve that is
recognized for its high durability, easy operation & longer life. Our offered products are suitable for
managing the flow of fluid or gas in the system. Developed with cast iron, the offered valves are
available in different specifications as per the application requirements of the customers. In order to
deliver flawless range to the customers, these Cast Iron Air Valves are tested on various predefined
industry norms and are delivered within stipulated time frame.
06:

KST-06 Cast Iron Check Valve

We proudly announce ourselves as the leading name devotedly indulged in supplying & trading Cast
Iron Check Valve which gives remarkable leak-free performance in the toughest applications. These
valves are demanded in chemical, oil, pharmaceutical and related industries for controlling
unidirectional flow of fluids. Our offered Cast Iron Check Valves are quality tested by our controllers
on various parameters to ensure its performance & strong construction. Our renowned clients can avail
these products in various technical specifications as per their requirements.

07:

KST-07 CI Disc Check Valve

We feel proud to introduce our prestigious clients with an extensive assortment of CI Disc Check
Valve which is demanded in several industries like pharmaceutical, chemical, oil and automobile
operated manually. These products are ideal for liquid or gas applications where protection from flow
reversal in a pipeline is required. The offered CI Disc Check Valve is available in different
specifications to meet the varied needs of the customers. Our esteemed clients can avail these valves
from us within the predefined time – frame.
08:

KST-08 CI Industrial Gate Valve

We are amongst the most prominent supplier & trader of a qualitative array of CI Industrial Gate
Valve. These valves are recognized for their good performance and consistency. These valves are
available in different specifications as per the application requirements of the customers. We test these
products on various predefined quality parameters to ensure its faultlessness. Our renowned clients can
avail these products in bulk quantity within the scheduled time - frame. CI Industrial Gate Valve is
ideal for shut-off or permitting the flow of fluids in process applications.

09:

KSTP022

This product is use to connect the plain end pipe

Collar Coupling

10:

KST-10 CI Soil Pipe Fitting

We are the leading supplier & trader of exclusive array of CI Soil Pipe Fitting which is cherished
among customers for its smooth surface, reasonable design in structure, high density, no white & high
strength. The offered products are manufactured to BS EN 1329 - 1:2000 standard using best
techniques. These products are available in different sizes to meet the varied needs of the customers.
Further, our offered CI Soil Pipe Fitting is quality tested by our team of highly skilled quality analyst
who are expert in these domains.
11:

KST-11

CI Cross Pipe Fitting

With rich industry experience and knowledge, we are trading and supplying an assorted gamut of CI
Cross Pipe Fitting which is manufactured with ferric or stainless steel metal. These fittings are best for
connecting four individual pipelines of same or diverse diameters. All range is thoroughly checks on
various predefined quality parameters to ensure it’s flawless at the users' end. Further, our clients can
avail these fittings in bulk quantity at rock bottom price from us. CI Cross Pipe Fitting finds
application in industries like construction, shipbuilding, water supply, gas.
12:

KST-12 CI Flange Tees

By keeping track of the latest development, we are supplying & trading a wide array of CI Flange
Tees. These products are utilized for joining two or more pipes together. We offer these products in
different specifications as per the application requirements of the clients. Standard matte finish, high
mechanical strength, excellent endurance, and longer life are some of the attributes of our range. These
products are strictly monitored on various quality parameters before its final supply to the clients. CI
Flange Tees are rated equal to the fittings to which they are attached.

13:

KST-13 CI Pipe Bends

Being the reputed organization, we are indulged in trading and supplying a quality array of CI Pipe
Bends. These bends are utilized to provide smooth and controlled flow of fluids. Our offered bends are
available in different sizes to fulfill the broad needs of the clients. These CI Pipe Bends find
application in chemical plant, construction of buildings, office furnishings, hydraulic systems &
irrigation system. We offer these bends in excellent packing options so as to deliver flawless products
to our valuable customers.
14:

KST 021

MJ Fitting

MJ Socket to be used for connect the plain end pipe to a flange end.

15:

KST-029 CI MJ ADAPTOR

16:

KST-15 Cast Iron Pipe

For the diverse requirements of our prestigious clients, we are indulged in supplying & trading an
exclusive array of Cast Iron Pipe which is fully resistant to corrosion and abrasion. Recognized for its
leak proof construction, high impact strength & accurate dimension, this pipe is fabricated at vendor’s
end utilizing high grade cast iron. Our offered Cast Iron Pipe is suitable to be used for pumping, water
wells, water supply & irrigation. Apart from this, its compact built provides resistivity to adverse
conditions & withstand high stress because of its strong structure.

17:

KST-16 CI Spigot Pipes

We introduce ourselves as an eminent supplier & trader of extensive quality array of CI Spigot Pipes
that are available in pressure and non-pressure. Ideal to be used in sewage treatment, passage of fluids
& water treatment, the offered products are manufactured either spun or cast method. Before offering to
our customers these CI Spigot Pipes are strictly tried on various parameters as per the set industrial
norms. It can be installed underground as well as above the ground, clients can avail these products
from us at pocket friendly prices.

18:

KST-17 Ductile Iron Spun Pipe

We are a noteworthy supplier & trader of a comprehensive collection of Ductile Iron Spun Pipe.
These products are fabricated utilizing high grade ductile iron. Ductile Iron Spun Pipe is utilized in
underground water pipelines, ducts and culverts. Recognized for its high tensile strength, have high
capability to withstand all adverse conditions, easy handling and laying, we offer these products in
various specifications and deliver within the scheduled time - frame. Given range find application in
chemical, sewer, irrigation and various other construction sectors.

19:

KST-18 Ductile Iron Flange Pipe

We are backed by a team of highly trained professionals that enable us to successfully trade and supply
a qualitative array of Ductile Iron Flange Pipe which is easily installed & basically used for
transferring of liquids. The offered pipes are fabricated at our vendors end utilizing quality approved
ductile iron and advanced tools. Our offered products can avail by our clients in various lengths,
diameters and thickness as per their needs at affordable prices. Ductile Iron Flange Pipe is valued for
its high flexibility, better arrangement, high strength, corrosion resistance.

20:

KST-20 CI Soil Pipe

For the diverse requirements of our clients, we are engaged in trading and supplying an exclusive array
of CI Soil Pipe that carries off wastes from a plumbing fixture, especially from a toilet. This range is
designed and developed under the guidance of vendor’s skilled professionals as per the set industry
norms. Also, it is available in different specifications to meet the varied needs of the customers at
leading market rates. CI Soil Pipe is demanded for chemical, sewage, gas, agriculture and other
industries.

21:

Manhole Cover

22:

KST-031 Ductile Iron

DI FITTINGS
23:

KST-22 DI Flange

In our broad assortment of products, we are trading and supplying a qualitative gamut of DI Flange
which gives proven reliability and in-the-field flexibility for rigid, above-ground applications. The
offered product is manufactured with precision employing latest technology. This flange is stringently
tested against every set parameter to ensure its defect free range. We offer this DI Flange in different
specifications and deliver it within stipulated time-frame. Customers can avail this range at competitive
price in quality packing.
24:

KST-23 DI Pipe Bends

Our firm specializes in trading and supplying a comprehensive range of DI Pipe Bends that are used in
pipeline installations and fittings. Demanded in chemicals, petroleum fertilizer plant & gas plants, the
offered product are manufactured at vendor’s high class manufacturing unit using quality approved
metal alloys. This range is stringently tested against every set parameter to ensure its flawlessness. We
offer this range in different specifications and deliver it within stipulated time-frame. DI Pipe Bends
are able to join the points on the corners without any danger.

25:

KST-24 DI Flange Tees

We are known as the leading trader and supplier of a comprehensive assortment of DI Flange Tees
which are resistant to high pressure, temperature and corrosion. The offered product is manufactured at
vendors production unit using employing cutting edge technology to ensure flawless at users' end. Ideal
to join distinct ends of diverse pipes for routing the flow in distinct directions, these DI Flange Tees
are available in various specifications to meet the varied needs of the customers. We also offer this
range in bulk quantity to the customers within predefined time-frame.

26:

KST-25 DI Reducer Fittings

Owing to our rich industry experience and knowledge, we trade and supply a qualitative array of DI
Reducer Fittings. It is generally known as the component in a pipeline which helps in reducing the
pipe size from a larger to a smaller bore. This DI Reducer Fittings is utilized to properly reduce into
and out of circulating pumps. In order to ensure quality, this range is tested on various predefined
parameters. We offer this range in different material options to meet the varied needs of customers at a
leading market rate within the promised time frame.

27:

28:

KST-030 MS Pipe

KST-028 HDPE Pipe

HDPE PIPE AS PER IS 4984/2016

